What Former Intelligence Officers
and experts said about Z
by Jonar Nader:
“This is compulsive reading at its most compelling.
In a cleverly crafted but unpretentious story, Jonar Nader
investigates the facets of human endeavor that design our future.
His extrapolation is blindingly credible and has a scaring finality about it.
Science, technology, and human nature are, in Nader’s analysis,
exciting, creative, and potent — but they are also a lethal combination.
In this seminal work, Nader postulates a ‘tipping point’ for the future of mankind.
His timely and relevant predictions give us the chance to chart a better course —
but we’d better not leave it too late. This has to be compulsory reading
for every leader, manager, and parent from all races, religions, and beliefs —
indeed, anyone who cares; anyone who wants to make a difference.”
Rear Admiral Peter Clarke
Former Nuclear Submarine Commander, British Royal Navy.
Submarine Group Commander, Royal Australian Navy.
Head of Knowledge Systems, Defence Force Organisation.
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‘Nader has put
the civilized world
on notice.
He convincingly
describes
a plausible scenario
that even
the most ruthless
observers had never
before imagined —
not even in their wildest
and worst of dreams.
This book sounds the
alarm for those who
guard this world,
whether they be
in Government,
Law, or Intelligence.
Let this be
an official warning
about the dangers
we will face
if we do not unite
against modern,
sophisticated, and
educated terrorists
whose imagination
might dwarf
everything we
think we fear
about terrorism.’
Major
Alexander Y. Ronsky
INVESTIGATION AND
COUNTERESPIONAGE EXPERT.
FORMER OFFICER
KGB
D

‘An excellent story.’
Ted St. Clair-Holmes
FORMER
INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
BRITISH
ARMY INTELLIGENCE
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‘Shocking and
sleep-depriving.
You know
that something
is going to happen,
but you can never
quite anticipate
the magnitude
of Jonar’s
horrifying concept.
He reveals it in the
manner of a magician.
What we fear today
pales next to
his new and
unknown world.’
Ralph P. Harp
FORMER
SPECIAL AGENT
FBI
I

‘This creative book is
typical of how terrorists
think and dream.
We had better keep
an eye on Nader!
He has redefined the
meaning of weapons
of mass destruction,
and in so doing,
he has strengthened
the resolve of
intelligence agencies
to consider the
impossible and
the improbable.
His excellent scientific
research is akin to
Tom Clancy’s
best-sellers.’
Michael R. Spak
FORMER
OPERATIONS OFFICER
CIA

‘This book
very effectively
brings into
sharp focus
our rapidly growing
ability to alter
our own biology
with all the risks
and rewards
it promises.
It is a gripping
story-line that raises
issues about the
fundamental
make-up of humanity.
In highlighting our
progress to cure disease,
Nader graphically
illustrates the enormity
of what such insight
could mean.’
Professor John Shine
AO FAA

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
GARVAN INSTITUTE OF
MEDICAL RESEARCH
V

‘Don’t read this book
if you want to
sleep soundly
or ever feel
completely safe
and secure again.
If you already have
fears for the future,
this could tip you
over the edge.
And remember,
just because you
might be paranoid,
it does not mean
that they are not
after you.’
Janice Young
TITLE WITHHELD
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‘This novel draws you
into current world events
that are entrenched
in greed, power,
manipulation,
and half-truths —
but the agenda is never
what it seems!
Is there any room
for idealists?
Jonar poses some very
good questions about
human tragedy,
but is there any hope
of triumph?’
Bishop
George Browning
ANGLICAN BISHOP OF
CANBERRA AND GOULBURN
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‘Outstanding.
This book must be
read and re-read
by everyone
engaged in
law-enforcement,
counter-intelligence,
and counter-terrorism.
It will impress upon us
the definite need
to be vigilant, and to
question every turn
in an investigation.
This is especially true
for executives
and supervisors.’
J. Brian McKee
FORMER DIRECTOR
NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
(NIS)

I
E

‘Provocative
and exhilarating.
Highly recommended
for intelligence
professionals
and national
decision-makers alike.’

‘A fascinating
and scary foreboding
that is not out of reach.
Once you start reading,
you won’t put it down.’

‘A military thriller
that takes us on
a journey through
the darker parts
of mankind’s soul.
Nader is what you get
when you combine
the best of Tom Clancy
with the best of
Stephen King.
This book will alter
your views about our
infatuation with science.
It offers a sobering look
into the future we face,
if the world’s morals
and technological
advances continue on
their current paths.’

Dr A. L. Mollin
FORMER CAPTAIN
UNITED STATES
ARMY

Colonel
Jeff Appleget
UNITED STATES
ARMY

Dr Ian Wing
PRESIDENT
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE
OF PROFESSIONAL
INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS
D

‘An unnerving look
into the devastation
that could result
when science
collides with
corporate greed.’
Ronald Myers
FORMER
CASE AGENT FOR
DOMESTIC TERRORISM
FBI

‘Hang on to your seats,
and open your eyes.
I promise you
that Jonar Nader’s
credible yet very
frightening novel is
compulsive reading.
It will make you
think deeply about
where today’s
human race is headed.
Nader mixes new
and exciting
technologies inside
a globalized world
that is controlled
by multi-national
corporations who are
working beyond the
limits of the nation-state.
Along the way,
ordinary people are
swept up by events
that turn into the
ultimate of
Faustian bargains!’
Admiral Chris Barrie
AC RAN

FORMER CHIEF
OF THE

AUSTRALIAN
DEFENCE FORCE
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‘Mr Nader
presents us with a
mind-numbing premise.
Is the “human race” a
timed event after all?
Will today’s world win
the war on terror,
only to lose it all to
the age-old evils of
corruption and greed?
Will the very technology
intended to save us,
actually trigger our
demise? Who are today’s
“techno-terrorists” and
who is watching them?
Let us hope we can find
a way out of this.’
Thomas B. Locke
FORMER FBI EXECUTIVE WHO
DIRECTED THE 9/11
INITIAL RESPONSE TEAM AT
FBI HEADQUARTERS.
SUPERVISOR OF FBI’S FIRST
JOINT TERRORISM TASK FORCE
IN NEW YORK CITY
AND WORKED ON SPECIAL
ASSIGNMENTS WITH THE
DRUG ENFORCEMENT
ADMINISTRATION (DEA)
AND THE US ARMY.
THROUGHOUT HIS 32-YEAR
CAREER, HE RECEIVED
COMMENDATIONS FROM ALL
SIX DIRECTORS OF THE FBI.

E

‘Nader has created
a frightening
prophecy.
Be warned!’
Ken Bullock
FORMER
SPECIAL DUTIES
AIRCREW OFFICER
ROYAL CANADIAN AND
AUSTRALIAN NAVIES
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‘Finally, a philosophically
brilliant, imaginative
novel that clearly shows
an understanding of how
technology, greed,
and terrorism can
meld into an horrific
threat to humanity.
Nader has painted a
signpost to the almost
unimaginable
possibilities about
a future that
our security services
and world leaders
must ponder!
Barry H. Wallace
SECURITY ANALYST.
FORMER SPECIAL AGENT
FBI

‘On top of
what we know
and fear about
terrorism,
Nader has portrayed
the ultimate challenge
for any intelligence
organization
beyond anything
that experienced
operatives
would ever
have imagined.’
Warren Reed
FORMER
INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
AUSTRALIAN
SECRET INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
(ASIS)
TRAINED BY MI6

T

I

‘Be warned that this
scary book will jolt you.
It reveals a devastating
plot with realistic
connotations.
Your comfort zone
will never be
the same again.’

‘Jonar has created
legal complexities
that are as
fascinating
as the story itself.’

The Hon Tim Fischer
FORMER DEPUTY PRIME
MINISTER OF AUSTRALIA.
ARMY OFFICER WHO
SERVED IN VIETNAM.
LEADER OF THE
NATIONAL PARTY.
MINISTER FOR TRADE.

SENIOR COUNSEL
AND FORMER JUDGE OF THE
SUPREME COURT
OF SOUTH AFRICA.
FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE
COMMONWEALTH ASSOCIATION
OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE.
SOUTH AFRICAN
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF
ARBITRATION IN PARIS.
MEMBER OF THE PRIVATE
SECTOR ADVISORY GROUP ON
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TO
THE WORLD BANK.
GOVERNOR OF THE
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE NETWORK.

‘The only villain in this
novel may well turn out
to be the author.’
Danny White
ABC

Judge
Mervyn E. King
SC BA LLB
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‘Diabolical!
An author ought to
obtain a license
before being allowed
to publish fiction that
borders on faction.
If it can open my eyes
to new possibilities,
I worry about the ideas
it can give people on the
wrong side of the law.
What’s really scary
about this story
is that my own
brother wrote it.’
T. C. Nader
FORMER OFFICER,
EDUCATIONAL CORPS,
AUSTRALIAN ARMY.
FORMER INSTRUCTOR,
COUNTER DISASTER COLLEGE
M

‘I can’t for one minute
predict what’s going to
happen next.
It’s full of surprises.’
Sister
Anne Gabrielle Love
ORDER OF ST JOSEPH
P

‘Look out Jack Bauer!
Look out Sydney Bristow!
Make way for Nader’s
new novel in which
corporate greed and
power ultimately lead
to dire and tragic
consequences
for all mankind.’
R. Allen Martin
FORMER SPECIAL AGENT
FBI
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‘Nader conjures up
the worst scenario
for the world’s
counter terrorism forces.
This book is twisted.
It delivers riveting action
in a context of
modern global issues.
Who Dares… Reads.’
Andrew Larkey
FORMER CAPTAIN
SAS
E

‘Jonar has created a
world of smoke and
mirrors to make us
wonder if we ever really
know what is behind
the headlines,
the 30-second grabs,
and the press releases.’

‘This book is
a pleasure to read.
Nader makes us
realize that
if we are to win
the war on terror,
we must have
the courage and
the nerve to be
absolutely merciless.
Those who hesitate
will lose. This book
brilliantly shows the
dangers of scientific
developments,
especially if they fall into
the hands of the enemy.
For the sake of our
children, and for the
sake of peace,
we must never allow
that to happen.’

Ian W. Shaw
SECURITY ANALYST.
FORMER
OPERATIONS ADVISER
AUSTRALIAN SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE ORGANISATION
(ASIO)

Captain
Vladimir N. Savchenko
FORMER OFFICER
KGB

R

‘An intriguing
and ingenious
twenty-first century plot,
perfected by good
old-fashioned
character development.
This is a strong story
and a great read.
Jonar should put a
caveat in his Will
to ensure that
his brain is donated
to medical science.’

‘Nader’s mesmerizing
mind-bender
has the possibility
of resembling
a real situation
in the future.
Let us hope
it never happens
in the real world.’
W. Kirby Sumner
FORMER SPECIAL AGENT
AND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
US NAVAL CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
(NCIS)

A

Dr Rob Goodfellow
VISITING FELLOW
CAPSTRANS INSTITUTE

